
“Take what you need 

and not what you 

greed and  there will 

always be abundance 

for all, forever.”  

Wirradjirri people



YANANTIN 

The warp & weft

The potential for two  

opposites to attain  

complementarity
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From the atom to a galaxy, systems are held together by the interaction between opposing forces that have learnt to work in complementarity to attain balance.


In the Andean Worldview they call this type of interaction Yanantin and they use textiles, with their warp and weft as a metaphor.



PUKINA, TAIJITSU, TOLTEKAIOTL 

This need for balance between opposing forces is recognised in many cultures and traditions, which tend to express it in very similar ways: 


The two forces or principles either remain in a state of opposition, in which Nature brings balance through alternation, by allowing one to dominate over the other and 

then the other way around,


or they learn to complement with each other and evolve into something bigger than the mere sum of their parts. This is how we evolve from warp and weft into the fabric 

of life. This is the fabric that holds everything together.
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If the centripetal force was 

dominant there would be 

collapse 

For example, in a galaxy one of the forces is centripetal. It is caused by the concentration of mass in the galactic center, which if left unrestrained would prompt stellar 

systems to spin faster and faster as they approached the galactic core until the entire galaxy collapses into a black hole.
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If the centrifugal 

force was 

dominant there 

would be 

dispersion

The other force is centrifugal, which does exactly the opposite: to try to expand the galaxy. If left unimpeded the speed of matter would increase as the distance from the 

center also increases thus dispersing the entire galaxy, with nothing left to hold it together.
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THE TWO  
FORCES IN  
BALANCE

CENTRIPETAL

CENTRIFUGAL

Balance between the two allows for celestial bodies to maintain the same orbital speed regardless of their distance to the galactic center. The Scientific explanation to 

account for the required centrifugal force is to consider that there is a 95% of dark energy and dark matter surrounding the galaxy.


Regardless whether it is this or something else, there is a need of a counterbalancing force equal in strength that holds galaxies together. Without it there is no warp and 

therefore no fabric for life to evolve.



OUR CURRENT ECONOMIC 
SYSTEM IS GEARED TOWARDS 
WEALTH ACCUMULATION

The centripetal  
force
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less than 50% of wealth

Remaining 99% 

of the population

The absence of one of these two forces explains why our current economic system is completely unbalanced. In it the centripetal force has allowed to become dominant, 

which is causing for wealth accumulate in less and less hands.


Technology is responsible for accelerating this trend, but what makes it possible is the existence of:


1. A type of entity, called corporation. 


2. Endowed with unlimited life.


3. Controlled not by society or by its employees, but by its shareholders, this is, by the owners of the financial capital, who are allowed to remain anonymous and 

possess limited liability, and


4. Designed to aim at profit maximisation.


No centrifugal force can balance such pull to the core, nor the State, or the trade unions, or the consumers associations, even less the average Joe from main street.



3%at least 4%

1%
SYSTEMIC NEED  
FOR GROWTH

99% population

1% population

This centripetal force is responsible for creating our current systemic need for growth.


The mechanism is very simple. The world population increases by an average 1% a year, so it would be reasonable to expect that to maintain wealth we need to expand 

the economy by this 1% a year. However, this is not what is really pushing the economy to grow. It is the approximate 3% of wealth that on an annual basis is transferred 

from the 99% of the world population to the rich 1%. As a result, global GDP has to expand by 4% a year to maintain the wealth of the 99%.



GLOBAL 
GROWTH
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However since 1973 most of the time GDP has been expanding below this figure. This means that with the exception of countries such as China or India that managed to 

maintain they growth rates above 4% most of this time, the average Joe in the rest of the world has become poorer and poorer, while the 1% has become richer and 

richer.



Creating	abundance	through	sustainable	sharing

“Take what you need and not what 
you greed and  there will always be 
abundance for all forever” 
Wirradjirri people

We have conceived Bubusi as a tool to help create the required centrifugal force to bring the economy back in balance.


Our motto is “creating abundance through sustainable sharing”. This is, we are not aiming at making development sustainable, because development is by definition 

unsustainable. We aim at sharing things sustainably.


We are not trying to create abundance by having more of everything, because in a planet with finite resources in which greed and hoarding has been turned into virtue, 

there is always going to be scarcity. We aim at creating abundance by having less things but becoming wiser in the way we use them.


From the conceptual side, BubuSI proposes a series of transitions:



FROM OWNERSHIP 
TO CUSTODIANSHIP
It is said the Tragedy of the Commons justifies ownership

The Tragedy of the Commons creates a situation in a shared-resource system where individual users, acting independently according to their own self-interest, behave 

contrary to the common good of all users by depleting or spoiling the shared resource through their collective action. There are those who consider that the best way to 

avoid it is by making sure that everything has an owner under the argument that the owner will take care of it. Ownership creates centripetal force.



Equally, the Tragedy of the Private justifies the Commons 

FROM OWNERSHIP 
TO CUSTODIANSHIP

But, what about the tragedy of the private? In the current legal system being the owner of something gives us the right to deny it to others even if we don’t use it. Is this 

not a tragedy too, one that goes unaccounted?


So, how can we overcome these tragedies?
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Commons

Ownership

Custodianship

FROM OWNERSHIP 
TO CUSTODIANSHIP

The BubuSI ecosystem aims at overcoming:


1.The tragedy of the commons, by turning the ecosystem - rather than the product- into the commons. This is possible because a commons can also be defined as the 

social practice for governing a resource by a community of users through the institutions, rules and traditions they create.


2. And the tragedy of the private, by turning the owner of the thing into its custodian.


From the legal point of view, things can continue having an owner, but there is a social obligation to share them when they are not in use. 


This social obligation can only be expected when society in general and a community in particular can prove that specific products are better taken care of and utilised 

when shared with others than when privately owned. 


How can this be achieved? Who are going to be custodians?




Solution
Owner

Libraries of  

Things

Custodian

FROM OWNERSHIP 
TO CUSTODIANSHIP

Sharing through  

Libraries of Things

The custodians are the Libraries of Things. Generally called Tool Libraries in Australia, a Library of Things aims at optimising usage by sharing things within the 

community. They can loan a variety of objects such as tools, appliances, electronics, toys & board games, craft supplies, musical instruments and camping & recreational 

equipment. 


BubuSI aims at supporting a network of  Libraries of Things established by community and charitable organisations, NGOs, city councils and other not-for-profit entities. 


BubuSI is going to offer the software solution to prospective organisations to establish their own Libraries of Things.



FROM DEPRIVATION 
TO ACCESS

Libraries of  

Things

CustodianUsers

How do users access the item?


We use reciprocity to make sharing sustainable. This means that access to an item is generally in exchange of a price that covers:


1. The depreciation of the thing for the time it is borrowed.


2. The cost of administration, maintenance and repairs. 


3. Plus an insurance if it breaks



FROM PROFIT MAXIMISATION TO  
BENEFIT OPTIMISATION

A Foundation is an entity run by 

the owners of the assets that 

channel resources. 

16plus1
An Australian 

Social Enterprise 

set as a Limited 

Company by 

Guarantee with 

non-profit status 

and global scope

The Bubusi ecosystem is a commons and, therefore, there is no single organisation that represents it. It is rather a loose network of stakeholders interacting with each 

other.


What we offer is the software to run the network and to champion it we are in the process of setting up 16plus1, a limited company by guarantee with non-profit status to 

be registered in Australia. 


We have chosen Australia for setting up the non-profit because it has a clear non-profit legislation and advantageous tax concessions for the non-profit sector such as 

the possibility of being endorsed as a tax-deductible recipient and of seeking approval under the Overseas Aid Gift Deduction Scheme in order to channel resources 

towards projects and in developing countries. 




DIS

FROM EMPLOYEES AND START-UP ENTREPRENEURS 
TO MEMBERS OF A WORKERS COOPERATIVE
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DisCo Buenos Aires

Network of Distributed  

Cooperatives (DisCos):  

Worker’s cooperatives 

with a global scope and a local 

domain 

directly set by those who 

contribute with their talent 

16plus1 will contract the services of different distributed cooperatives (called DisCOs) created for organising the talent that contributes to the development of the 

software and its implementations. 


The cooperatives will represent the software developers, UX designers, multimedia and web designers, and, in general,  any professional whose talent is required for 

building and implementing the software that runs the ecosystem. 


The first two DisCOs are to be established in Buenos Aires and Barcelona. Catalonia and Buenos Aires have been chosen as the destination of the first distributed 

cooperative(s) because of their tradition in cooperativism and the existence of an appropriate legal framework for these types of entities. They have also been chosen 

because two thirds of our team reside in there, with the remaining one third residing in Victoria.




Systemic Need for Growth Dynamic Balance

THIS SHALL ALLOW HUMANITY TO 
TRANSITION FROM

1. Increased Usage

2. Increased Lifespan
3. Reduced Production

PRODUCT LEVEL
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At a product level, sharing will increase the product usage along with its lifespan which, in turn, will reduce the need for production. This is why, we believe that a sharing 

ecosystem built on Custodianship and Access to things shall allow humanity to transition from a systemic need for growth into a state of dynamic balance. 




Linear economy Circular economy

THIS SHALL ALLOW HUMANITY TO 
TRANSITION FROM

1. Increased Usage

2. Increased Lifespan

4. Recycle

3. Reduced 

Production
5. Reduced  

environmental  

footprint

PRODUCT LEVEL ENVIRONMENTAL LEVEL
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At an environmental level, the reduction in production plus the recycling or reuse in something else of all things that enter the ecosystem shall help reduce their 

environmental footprint.


This shall allow humanity to transition from a linear economy into a circular one.



THIS SHALL ALLOW HUMANITY TO 
TRANSITION FROM

Scarcity Abundance

7. ABUNDANCE

1. Increased Usage

2. Increased Lifespan

4. Recycle

3. Reduced  

Production

5. Reduced  

environmental  

footprint

6. Foundations + Distributed Cooperatives

PRODUCT LEVEL

INSTITUTIONAL LEVEL

ENVIRONMENTAL LEVEL ECOSYSTEM LEVEL
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The addition of not-for-profit foundations such 16plus1 and the distributed Cooperatives at the institutional level shall allow humanity to transition from scarcity to 

abundance. 


This is how we aim at creating a sharing ecosystem that creates abundance.



Circular Economy

+
Fractal Design

Spiral  

Bioeconomy

NEXT EVENT

Interested in the 

implementation of 

Libraries of Things? 

Contact us at 

info@bubusi.org

THANK YOU!

Thank you for joining the event. 


In our next presentation, we will explain how we apply fractal design to every dimension of what we do. This gives an extra couple of twists to the circular economy and 

turn it into a spiral bio-economy. 

We will be happy to answer any questions.



CIRCULAR ECONOMY

AN OPPORTUNITY TO RESTART

28 APRIL 2020


